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CARES Act
As schools seek allowable purchases with CARES Act funding, turn to
Mentoring Minds for a comprehensive solution that supports learning
whether the approach is onsite, remote, or hybrid.
In response to the pandemic crisis, the CARES Act offers expenditure relief to
schools. For eligible print and digital educational content purchases, the CARES
Act funding provides access to high-quality solutions for students who experienced
learning loss due to COVID 19.
The funds are to be used to give students access to the tools, materials, and resources that will
help “close accessibility and achievement gaps.” These materials could range from assessments,
SEL resources, print and digital comprehensive solutions, including digital curriculum, to purchases
that support remote learning along with training and professional development. These instructional
materials can be delivered to students in a variety of circumstances that can include face-to-face,
online, blended, summer, and/or afterschool learning. Utilizing these opportunities can close the
unique learning gaps for each student.

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System products are 100%
standards-aligned
and are available in print, digital, or
M
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print + digital bundle formats.
ARD
STAND
ThinkUp! curriculum supports blended
learning and synchronous and asynchronous learning
environments. Utilizing ThinkUp!
curriculum through the Instructional
Management Platform provides
students and teachers numerous
opportunities to participate and to
excel in asynchronous learning. The
ThinkUp! Instructional Management
Platform aligns with the CARES Act
allowables for online learning.
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Prevention, Preparedness, and Response Efforts
via Instructional Management Platform
With CARES Act funding available to improve the prevention, preparedness and response efforts
toward the pandemic, the Instructional Management Platform and corresponding resources
serve as sources to address the needs of schools. Teachers and district administrators can author
resources with this digital platform. Teachers can upload and assign dynamic resources like videos,
presentations, and more to reinforce student understanding and to create engaging lessons. They
can personalize the asynchronous learning experience by interacting with students using prerecorded multimedia options, maintaining a higher degree of continuity with face-to-face learning,
and personalizing learning experiences throughout the ThinkUp! curriculum. Parental support for
asynchronous learning at home is achieved by customizing navigation to a student’s spoken language
at home. The Instructional Management Platform provides navigation translations in 13 languages.
• Students and teachers can access the
Instructional Management Platform and
ThinkUp! curriculum to motivate learners
from anywhere with internet access and
across multiple device types.

• ThinkUp! curriculum addresses focus
standard(s) per unit with flexible delivery
of content in any order or sequences to
meet the academic needs of all students or
district mandated scope and sequence.

• A single Instructional Management Platform
promotes standards mastery across
subjects and curricula.

• As teachers plan for face-to-face instruction,
or distance learning, or a combination of
both approaches at the same time, teachers
can assign the same activities to all students
whether print or digital.

• The Instructional Management Platform
integrates with the existing Student
Information System (SIS), linking important
student data to academic performance.
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• Teachers can assign activities to students
using predetermined date ranges. Students
receive assignments at designated times
set by the teacher and have a set date for
submission.

CARES Act

During the assignment window and after the submission date, teachers can choose prepopulated
reports or teacher-selected data reports to view student progress towards learning goals and to
determine participation immediately.
• All stakeholders have access to reports
anywhere, anytime from the Mentoring
Minds web-based platform.

• Reporting features are available to all
stakeholders—administrators, teachers,
students, and parents.

• Teachers can favorite their most frequently
used reports for quick access from the
home dashboard.

• Reports provide next steps for ThinkUp!
instruction through the Reteach and
Enrichment report.

• Filter reporting results to highlight specific
needs or student groups (asynchronous and
synchronous student groups).

• A variety of prepopulated reports are
available from standards reports to item
analysis.

Resources for Closing Achievement Gaps
The CARES Act funding is available for closing achievement gaps due to learning loss resulting
from the COVID-19 slide. To address learning-related issues and prevent wider gaps ThinkUp!
curriculum and related resources are available. This flexible approach supports differentiated
learning with its online and face-to-face learning options for current instruction and should
coronavirus-induced school closures occur again. Focusing on the instructional needs of students
(including low-income students, students with disabilities, English learners, migrant students,
students experiencing homelessness, and children in foster care), this high-quality educational
solution can be used in implementing synchronous and asynchronous learning activities.
ThinkUp! curriculum offers a paperless Diagnostic Assessment Tool that is aligned to previous
grade-level standards.
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• The Diagnostic Assessment provides an
overview of learning gaps that require
intervention or additional reinforcement.

• Diagnostic assessment reports indicate
both individual and group performance by
standard.

• The ability for autoscoring offers
teachers immediate access to student
performance data.

• Immediate access to suggested ThinkUp!
activities from previous grade level helps
to bridge the learning gaps before on-level
instruction begins.
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ThinkUp! curriculum components are designed to build student knowledge and
understanding with embedded supports, Interventions and Extensions, to support all learners
along their journey towards standard(s) mastery. Activities within this curriculum address the
diverse needs of students, including low-income children or students, children with disabilities, and
English language learners.
• Getting Started introduces the unit focus concept(s) and the Critical Thinking traits that support
students as they learn, practice, and master the concept. This component also guides planning,
flexible grouping, and differentiation of instruction as educators use the diagnostic information
provided by the Pre-Assessment.
• Instruction provides an explanation for students and teachers of the unit focus concept(s),
including an identification of the essential vocabulary. This component offers students an
opportunity to learn and apply the unit focus concept(s) and receive immediate feedback and
support.
• Assessment provides students an opportunity to apply the unit focus standard/concept in
a context that mimics high-stakes testing. Teachers can use the Assessment component to
monitor student learning and make instructional decisions regarding the need for interventions
or reinforcement for individual students or the large group.
• Intervention provides engaging instructional activities that support students who have
demonstrated the need for intervention and support in order to show mastery of the unit focus
concept(s).
• Extension provides students an opportunity to relate and explore the learning of the unit focus
standard/concept in a new context, offering an option to differentiate the learning.
The Pre-Assessments provide items for a teacher to gauge student-readiness to receive and
participate in on-level unit instruction. Available:
• ELA/R – Levels 2–8

• Math – Levels 2–8

• Science – Levels 3–8 (TX)

The Reteach and Enrichment report provides teachers standard mastery data with student
groupings (Met Expectations and Below Expectations) for selected assignments. As teachers
explore deeper within the report, it provides next steps by suggesting ThinkUp! curriculum activities
to support students through Intervention or Extension. Teachers choose from the suggested
activities as reteach or enrichment for
student performance levels or individual
students. This individualized approach for
assigning next-steps allows teachers to
assign just-right interventions, even at prior
grade levels, to address identified gaps
in learning. Utilizing this report supports
a teacher as they continue to drive
towards increased academic achievement
and ultimate standards mastery for all
students.
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Social and Emotional Learning
The CARES Act allows for expenditures that expand SEL supports. ThinkUp! Standards Mastery
System supports social and emotional learning. Available teacher tools are the SEL Educator
Wheel and the Mentoring Minds Resource Library (mobile app) module Social and Emotional
Learning. Both assist the teacher with strategies and ideas for weaving core SEL competencies
into instruction and for supporting students and families. The online platform allows for remote
learning, face-to -face or both presentation opportunities where teachers can organize Morning
Meetings and Daily or Weekly Check-Ins through video conferencing or digital/audio recordings
to promote awareness of and regulation of emotions. For example, teachers may use Zoom and
video clips to model strategies and activities and arrange for partner and small group discussions
that build community, strengthening relationships and connections.

Class, small-group, and
individual opportunities allow
for emotion check-ins, strategy
modeling, and application.

Learning Targets and both
independent and collaborative
tasks offer opportunities for
emotion regulation.

Reflections, group
interactions, and student
feedback show skills in
self-management and
decision-making.

Small-group opportunities
exist to promote, recognize,
practice, apply, and value
interpersonal skills.
Source: ©2020 CASEL. 
All Rights Reserved.

Mentoring Minds Resource Library
The Mentoring Minds Resource Library app provides
convenient access to our award-winning educator resources.
Get best practices and strategies that support instruction and
promote student success—right at your fingertips.
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Professional Development
ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System includes training and professional learning for teachers
and administrators. Mentoring Minds provides a variety of support options so the best option
can be chosen to fit district goals and campus needs. Offered are opportunities that can serve
individual learning and training for small or large groups. More specifically, the formats available are
webinars (recorded and live), live product implementation sessions, and customized sessions. All
professional development courses are facilitated by a qualified trainer on-site at your campus. In
an effort to continue providing training and support to campuses who are using a distance learning
model, customized webinars are offered as an alternative to onsite professional development.
Also available on Mentoring Minds’ YouTube
channel, are learning module videos. This
series of short videos address each section
of the content within the ThinkUp! curriculum
so individuals can learn at their own pace.
The entire playlist can be watched to gain
an overview of each product or navigate to
a specific section to get tips for what might
be needed. Educators can request credit
from Mentoring Minds for participation in a
professional development opportunity and
an e-certificate will be sent. This does not
replace adherence to certification guidelines
of the district, just merely receipt of
participation in the professional development
offering attended.
Our YouTube channel has various implementation support options including
playlists for ThinkUp! learning modules and Itematica, and more on the way.

About Mentoring Minds
Mentoring Minds is committed to empowering teachers and students, providing customized
school-wide and district-wide solutions across the nation. A leader in critical thinking for over a
decade, Mentoring Minds delivers affordable, effective instructional resources that help students
develop the skills to succeed both in the classroom and in life. Experienced educators create
award-winning K-12 print and digital resources that integrate best practices for supplementary
instruction, learning, and assessment across a range of subject areas.
To learn more, call 844-956-8055 or visit mentoringminds.com/think-up

